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Yutree welcome Real
Insurance Solutions’ clients

Influencing the
insurance industry
Passion for the industry runs through
the blood of Yutree.
Yutree is recognised throughout the UK insurance industry
with board members sitting on the main British Insurance
Brokers Association (BIBA) board as well as the industry’s
professional standards body, the Chartered Insurance
Institute’s Society for Insurance Broking (SIB).

“If you have passion, expertise and
opinion, you should use that to shape
your industry for the good of your
clients and colleagues”
- Kevin Hancock, Managing Director

Last year the Chartered Insurance Institute launched the
SIB which was designed to push further professionalism in
the insurance industry. The aim of the Society is to create

We are delighted to welcome Philip and all
the clients of Real Insurance Solutions to the
Yutree family at such an exciting time.

Why ‘cyber’ is not just a
buzzword

a dedicated professional body for those working in the
insurance broking sector, offering an enhanced member
experience to better engage with those in the sector. The
Board is made up of leading industry professionals and is
chaired by Yutree’s Managing Director, Kevin Hancock. Kevin
is also a Chartered Insurance Broker himself. Laura High,
Yutree board director, chairs the Anglia region for our own
trade association, BIBA, and has a prime seat on their main
board. BIBA directly influences and shapes our profession
and lobbies on behalf of our customers.
Sara Thake, from Yutree’s underwriting business, is the
current President of the Insurance Institute of Cambridge
giving Yutree the ability to influence the insurance industry
locally as well as on the two national boards mentioned
previously.

95% of successful cyber-attacks are as a
result of human error. You can protect your
business from costly incidents.

Yutree
welcome
Real
Insurance
Solutions’
clients

At the end of 2018 Yutree made its first
acquisition of Cambridge-based Real
Insurance Solutions. Kevin Hancock,
Managing Director of Yutree said, “we
are delighted to welcome Philip and all
the clients of Real Insurance Solutions
to the Yutree family at such an exciting
time.” The deal marks the start of
Yutree’s next phase of growth which will
see the firm exceed £10m in premium
turnover in 2019. Philip May commented,
“I am pleased to have joined Yutree as
they share very similar values to Real,
and I have no doubt that my clients will
continue to receive excellent impartial
advice and a first-class service.”

Why ‘cyber’ is not just a buzzword

95% of successful cyber-attacks are as a result of human error. You
can protect your business from costly incidents. Here’s how.

Modern cyber threats pose unique challenges
to businesses. The tempo and volume of
cyber attacks in the UK continues to increase.
Attackers are constantly devising new ways to
infiltrate systems and to harm businesses and
individuals.
The UK is working hard, through the National
Cyber Security Centre, to make our country
as impenetrable as possible. Attackers
generally target the most vulnerable part
of the supply chain. Even if you feel that you
have excellent cyber security within your
business, there is no guarantee that all those
in your supply chain meet your standards.
Cyber attacks have resulted in financial losses
to businesses of all sizes. They have arisen
from the attack itself, from the remediation
arising and from repairing the reputational
damage caused. Senior executives have been
held to account, malicious websites have
amplified fake news and defamatory social
media campaigns have had an impact on UK
business in the wake of cyber-attacks. All
of this dents consumer confidence in firms,
therefore working hard to protect businesses
and their clients is a top priority for the
insurance industry.

Top tips to protect your business
from a cyber attack
Install anti-virus software, web filters and
firewalls
The best way to secure against a cyber-attack
is to prevent malware entering the business
in the first place. Implementing anti-virus,
web filtering and firewalls are a must – and
ensuring they are always up-to-date.

Keep software updates up to date
Malware can often enter via bugs in software
and applications. Protection can be advanced
through ensuring software updates are
installed as soon as they’re released.
Be careful what you click on
Social engineering is becoming much more
common. Only click on emails that you are
sure come from a trusted source. This is
usually payment requests and instructions
from the Managing Director or CEO.

If you receive emails purportedly coming
from another member of staff or a supplier/
customer requesting a payment or amending
a bank account etc. Always ring and doublecheck before making any payment. Do
not email back as it may go straight to the
hackers.

Key things to look out for
-Emails claiming to be from well known,
reputable organisations may have email ‘from’
addresses that differ very slightly from the
official address – i.e. an 0 not a O
-Emails may have been sent by one of your
contacts, whose own accounts have been
hacked. These can often be identified as they
contain a malicious link
-Increasingly, malware is distributed via
every-day type documents that invite users
to enable macros. A robust policy regulating
download privileges, defining rights per
employee can extend protection across the
business.

People can sometimes be the weakest link in
your business, or they can be your strongest
asset, if they understand the risks.

Formalise security policies
Define in writing formal protection policies
and processes, and work with an IT partner
to roll out these policies on every machine,
to provide as much protection as possible for
each individual user.
Instigate a robust password policy
It goes without saying that the more robust
a password requirements policy, the harder
it is for cyber criminals to infiltrate. Many
businesses still employ an ineffective/weak
set of regulations. Insisting on unique ‘strong’
passwords for individual accounts will help
reduce potential risks. Passwords should
always be enabled on mobile phones and
laptops.
Turn off your PC or device immediately if
suspicious activity is detected. At an early
stage of an attack disconnecting from the
web could prevent the malware establishing
itself.
Cyber is one of the hottest topics in insurance
but is still a relatively new insurance cover.
With more and more cyber-attacks, many
companies find themselves confused about
how cyber insurance works and are sceptical
about whether it makes sense for their
business to purchase a policy.
Any business that relies on a computer
system to operate, whether for businesscritical activities or, simply, electronic banking,
has a very real cyber exposure.

Yutree strongly advise businesses of all
sizes to consider cyber liability insurance.
For more information about cyber liability
insurance and why your business needs it,
please contact Yutree on
01638 660651.

Brexit: Preparing for uncharted
waters
The Brexit negotiations are reaching a critical stage and are
surrounded in political turmoil.

As quickly as you write about Brexit, the
situation changes. As we write this article,
the deal is looking unlikely to receive
parliamentary support and the alternatives
look like a ‘no deal’ Brexit or no Brexit at
all. All that is clear is that there is a lot of
uncertainty ahead.

There are a lot of potential ramifications for
the insurance industry through the Brexit
process. One concern is the possibility of
‘loss of passporting rights’ (the ability of
an insurer or broker to carry out business
across the EU from a single country licence)
and Freedom of Services access (access to
the single market that an EU member state
enjoy). The world’s largest insurance market,
Lloyd’s of London, has opened an office in
Brussels to ensure business continuity post
Brexit.

Many insurers have established offices in the
EU to maintain continuity of service.

Many industry news stories have suggested
large numbers of insurance buyers may be left
with limited options, but it is safe to say that
the insurance market is here to stay. It has
withstood astronomical change and upheaval
over the last 20+ years and has adapted to all
of the challenges of the modern world. 9/11,
modern terrorism threats, cyber-attacks,
climate change, flooding and new technology
have all changed the landscape in insurance.
We continue to do what we do best which is to
protect businesses and individuals and we are
confident that provisions that we are putting
into place will allow our industry to continue
to serve its clients needs.

“It won’t happen to me”
With Business Interruption being one of the most
misunderstood and overlooked insurance covers,
we explain why it is so important to UK business
It is a harsh reality that many businesses fail
to recover from a major event such as fire,
storm or flood because the overheads (such
as wages and rent) continue even though the
business may be unable to trade.
The British Insurance Brokers Association
(BIBA) is assisting brokers to help their
customers to assess the correct levels
of cover for their business interruption
insurance.
Yutree will always advise you to buy a
policy with an indemnity period which will
more than adequately enable you to get
your business trading at pre-loss profit
levels again within that time. In the event
of a total fire loss, for example, everyone

underestimates how long it will take to get
your business trading at full capacity again.
It is vitally important that businesses have
the right level of cover in place on their
business interruption insurance. This policy
will enable them to get back to the trading
position that they were in before a claim.
Getting the correct figures to be used in the
calculation of the sum insured is important
in setting the right level of cover as business
interruption can be the making or failing of
a business following a significant loss. Your
usual contact at Yutree can work with you to
ensure that you understand this calculation
and that your cover is correct.

Paying
the price
for under
insurance

For insurance to fulfil its
objectives, the cover you purchase
needs to accurately reflect your
business requirements.
Insuring assets for incorrect values,
or setting cover limits too low, is
likely to result in underinsurance.
Underinsurance can lead to policies
not operating as intended, delivering
less indemnity than needed following a
loss and jeopardising an organisation’s
ability to recover from a loss.
Underinsurance occurs when cover
is set too low to adequately meet a
policyholder’s needs. It is reported
that 90% of properties are insured for
the wrong amount. More than 70% are
underinsured, on average only covered
for two thirds of the correct rebuild
cost. Almost 20% are over-insured,
some by more than double the correct
rebuild cost!
Property insurance aims to put you
back in the same position you were
in immediately before a loss. While
slight nuances exist depending on
the basis of cover, this remains the

central principle. When approaching
valuations, it is important to consider
how this happens in practice following
a loss and how you factor in all of
the associated costs to your sums
insured. For example, if you need to
replace an office computer system,
it is not just the cost of purchasing
new equipment. Additional expenses
may include IT consultancy fees,
freight and installation. It is important
to avoid simply using balance sheet
values or historical purchase prices to
set sums insured, as these are often
significantly different to an item’s
actual value for insurance purposes.
If you would like to sense check your
cover or talk through your sums
insured, please get in touch with
Yutree on 01638 660651.

Calling all
landlords:
Important new
legislation in force

Property and
landowners What are you
liable for?

Legislation came into effect on 1st October 2018
affecting housing with multiple occupation – read
on to see if you need to apply for a licence
New legislation on Houses in Multiple
Occupation (HMOs) came into effect on
1st October 2018. The government has
decided to extend the scope of mandatory
licensing to bring smaller houses in multiple
occupation within the scheme and removing
the number of storeys.
Mandatory licensing will now include all large
HMOs with 5 or more occupiers living in 2 or
more households regardless of the number
of storeys. Effectively this means the storey
requirement will be removed from the
current definition. Any room below 6.25sqm
will not be able to be used for occupation,

therefore there is a minimum room size of
6.25sqm for a single room, and 10.23sqm
for a double room. If you are a landlord and
answer yes to the following questions, you
will need to apply to your local council for an
HMO Licence. Is the property occupied by
5 or more persons? Do the occupants form
2 or more households? Are basic amenities
shared e.g. bathroom, kitchen?
More advice can be found on the
government website: www.gov.uk/privaterenting/houses-in-multiple-occupation

It is all too easy to focus on your business
insurance – property, fleet, liabilities etc and to
overlook that you have a legal liability arising out
of the ownership of land and/or a property. The
simple act of ownership comes with several new
risks that you might not have considered.
Should the worst happen, do you know
what to do if there is an accident on your
property? UK law clearly dictates that
the occupier of a piece of land is under a
reasonable duty of care to provide for the
safety of all visitors to their premises. Failure
to do so could result in a customer or visitor
being injured, and you could have a costly
lawsuit on your hands.

You should always take advice to understand
who is responsible for the upkeep and
safety of ‘your’ property. When it comes to
business premises, the contract between
the landlord and tenant will usually specify
that it is the tenant’s responsibility to
ensure that the property is safe for visitors.
Essentially, it is your responsibility as the
owner of the business, property or land to
safeguard your customers against any risks
or threats when they enter your premises.
Should a customer suffer an injury on your
property and wish to bring a personal injury
claim against you, they will need to identify
whether you failed to take reasonable
care. Under UK law, the owner/occupier is
required to take reasonable steps to remove
the risk, not eliminate it entirely. You should
be constantly aware of all the common
risks in your premises, such as uneven
surfaces, slippery floors, unsafe furnishings

and exposed electrical fittings, as well as
the risks that come with your sector. It is
good practice to take precautions against
these risks. e.g. providing visitors with
high visibility clothing, using warning signs
and cordoning off or securing dangerous
areas. These precautions do not remove
your liability should an injury occur, but they
do reduce it. If an accident takes place on
your premises, then you need to assist the
injured party. You will also need to ensure
you have a financial plan in place for dealing
with the aftermath of an incident. The cost
of paying for legal advice, legal costs and
compensation could potentially bankrupt a
business.
Your commercial combined insurance will
cover your legal liabilities as an occupier of a
property. Property owner’s liability insurance
for land or property owners is a public
liability policy that protects you in respect
of your legal liability for personal injury or
property damage sustained by third parties
and arising out of your ownership of the
property.
Yutree can advise you on all aspects of
your legal liabilities as an occupier, land or
property owner.

“You should always take advice to
understand who is responsible for the
upkeep and safety of ‘your’ property.
When it comes to business premises,
the contract between the landlord and
tenant will usually specify that it is the
tenant’s responsibility to ensure that
the property is safe for visitors.”

FOR ALL YOUR COMMERCIAL
INSURANCE NEEDS

01638 660 651
YUTREE.COM

Businesses braced for economic
uncertainty: How could credit
insurance help you to weather
the storm?

Uncertainty is often considered the enemy of growth however, there
are ways to protect your business through these times
We are in a period of unprecedented
uncertainty. Uncertainty will negatively
impact the economy until the confidence
can be restored and people can begin to see
a path out the other side. With our economy
facing these levels of uncertainty, it is more
important than ever to consider credit
insurance to protect your business from bad
debts.
Bad debts can put your financial future
at risk. Have you considered what would
happen if one of your key customers went
into insolvency and couldn’t pay you. How
would it affect your business, cash flow and
staff? How would you get your money back?
How would you make up for lost profits?
Or, decide that despite your best credit
control endeavours, they just won’t pay you.
“Disinclination to pay” is included in our
credit insurance coverage where the insurer
will take over the chasing of late payments,
whilst settling the debt to you in the interim.
If one of your customers ultimately goes into
liquidation, it is more than likely you will get
nothing, due to priorities in the debt chain.

Credit insurance helps protect your business
against the risk of bad debt so that you can
confidently get on with running and growing
your business – and this won’t mean disaster
for you.
Despite the uncertainties in today’s
marketplace, granting credit can mean
the difference between missing out on
an opportunity and successfully securing
business. With credit insurance, you can
safeguard your company against the failure
of a customer to pay their trade credit
debts, allowing you to grow profitably
and in confidence. Unpaid invoices are
sometimes as much as 35% of a company’s
assets. Non-payments can weaken your
company and be a cash-flow challenge.
Insolvency, administration or receivership
are all quite common trends particularly in
today’s retail sector. You can protect your
business against the risks of bad debt and
late payments. Yutree has access to leading
credit insurance markets including cover for
“disinclination to pay”.
Get in touch with Yutree on 01638 660651
to find out more.

“Credit insurance
helps protect
your business
against the risk
of bad debt so
that you can
confidently get
on with running
and growing your
business – and
this won’t mean
disaster for you.”

Why Newmarket?

Yutree are proud to call Newmarket their home. Here are the top 5
interesting facts you may never have heard...

1.

It is the racehorse
training centre of
the world with 3,500
racehorses living here!

2.

It is rumoured that from
Nell Gwynn’s house,
which still stands in
Newmarket today, King
Charles II had a tunnel
built which ran from her
cellar to his palace.

3.

Newmarket has two
royal palaces and three
racecourses.

4.

The Carlton Hotel was
an impressive building
on the High Street
which was demolished
in 1977. In the 1920s
Fred Astaire, who had
a race horse in training
in Newmarket, stayed
at the Carlton when he
visited.

5.

In 1647 Charles I spent a
lot of time in Newmarket
and visited regularly
with his son Prince
Charles (future Charles
II). During the Civil War
he was held captive in
his Newmarket Palace
for ten days.

New & exciting
networking
opportunity:
Anglia Business Club
Yutree has been at the centre of local
networking throughout our first 7 years of
trading. We are broadening our proposition
by launching Anglia Business Club. ABC
produces quarterly events where networking
is undertaken easily, with no pressure on
any party, as businesses get to know and
trust each other leading to regular trading
relationships. The events are to be centred
around sporting, cultural and gastronomic
occasions where attendees can invite,

introduce and entertain their clients and
business contacts.
Businesses sign up to a modest monthly
subscription – which will enable the events
to be produced, usually, without any further
costs to attend the events.
Please contact Kevin Hancock on 07837
835218 for further details.

Yutree are
proud sponsors
of Cambridge
Rugby Club
Both Leigh Smart and Kevin Hancock have
a long history of playing (a long time ago)
rugby and supporting local clubs. Indeed,
Leigh’s father played for Cambridge in the
mid ‘60s and is something approaching
Cambridge rugby royalty.

and runs three adult men’s teams and a
ladies’ side. Yutree are keen to support the
continuing development of this community
rugby club.

Follow @camrufc on twitter

Cambridge RUFC play in National 1, the third
tier of English rugby, and have produced
several internationals including Dickie Jeeps
(England and British Lions) and Alex Goode
(England). The club has over 400 boys and
girls learning and developing their skills

“Should
I get a
dashcam?”

A claim was recently reported to us by a
third-party driver involved in a road traffic
accident.
They alleged that the accident was not their
fault and they were hit in the rear by one of
our client’s drivers who changed from the
right-hand lane into the middle. Our client
had a dashcam installed which proved that
the third-party driver actually changed lanes
into our client’s driver’s lane causing damage
to their vehicle. This footage was provided
to insurers who could easily hold the thirdparty driver at fault.
We see too many incidents like this where
a third party alleges that they were not at
fault. Insurers have to rely on the quality
of the evidence supplied to them meaning
very detailed written events including
detailed sketches and photographs. From
this evidence they will decide who is at fault
based on the balance of probabilities. They
can also use witness evidence if a witness is
willing to help you by providing their details

and providing an accurate account of the
accident.
Yutree Claims Manager, Nick Carson said,
“If the third party obtains much more
substantial evidence then the claim could
either be dealt with on a 50/50 basis or even
worse, you are held at fault for the whole
accident! This will affect you financially as
it will affect your claims history and you will
have to pay any excess against the repairs on
your vehicle.”
Three million UK motorists now own a
dashcam. They eliminate the element of
doubt to an insurer as a we all know a picture
speaks a thousand words, but a video speaks
a million.

Why should I purchase dashcams?

• Reduce your premium as fault can be
determined correctly which eliminates you
being held responsible for an accident that
was not your fault, but it’s ‘your word against
theirs’
• Reduce the chance that you have to pay out
your policy excess for repairs to your own
vehicle
• Assist you in fully understanding your
driver’s safety and skills behind the wheel
• Time saved in gathering written
statements from drivers who are busy
working on the road
• Your claim is settled quicker as insurers
have a clear understanding of the accident
on day one

• A reduced chance of incurring unnecessary
legal and court costs if you are disputing the
accident is your fault
• Helps to show the number of passengers in
the third-party vehicle which will deter any
spurious claims of ‘phantom passengers’
claiming injuries
• Crash for cash – Fraudulent claims for
staged incidents are still at large. Video
footage records the run up to the accident.
Try to buy a dashcam that is not too visible
in your vehicle as it will be there most of the
time. You don’t want to attract thieves.
Contact Claims Manager, Nick Carson on
01638 675996 to find out more about the
benefits of installing dashcams.

Don’t spill the beans
– How safe is your
coffee machine?
Coffee machines are now very popular not only
at home but in the workplace. They should be
inspected at least once every 14 months once they
are more than 12 months old. This is a requirement
of the Pressure Systems Safety Regulations 2000.

Pressure systems safety

If pressure equipment fails to operate
correctly it can seriously injure or kill people
nearby, and severely damage property.
Accordingly, the regulations impose a duty
on employers to provide a safe workplace
and work equipment.

What equipment is covered by the
regulations?
Examples of pressure systems and
equipment are:
• boilers and steam heating systems
• pressurised process plant and piping
• compressed air systems (fixed and
portable)
• pressure cookers and autoclaves
• pressure gauges and level indicators
• coffee machines that produce steam under
pressure

What are the main causes of
incidents?
•poor maintenance of equipment
•poor equipment and system design
•an unsafe system of work
•operator error, poor training/supervision
•poor installation

•inadequate repairs or modifications
The Pressure Systems Safety Regulations
2000 require pressure systems to be
inspected in accordance with a Written
Scheme of Examination. The Regulations
apply to owners and users of systems
containing ‘relevant fluids’, (which include
steam, gases under pressure and any fluids
kept artificially under pressure and which
become gases when released into the
atmosphere). If a boiler operates at 100°C
and over, it comes under the Pressure
Systems Safety Regulations. (In addition,
the Regulations cover refrigeration and
air conditioning plants with compressor
motors which exceed 25kW, or where
the total installed power exceeds 25kW.)
Following an assessment, a Written Scheme
of Examination must be drawn up by a
competent person and must include a
definition of the items included in the system
and details of frequency of inspection.
Inspection procedures normally include both
a thorough examination (with the system
being shut down and vessels opened up) and
a working examination of the system under
normal operation.
Yutree can help to organise the Written
Scheme of Examination and Inspections, if
required. You can of course arrange the WSE
and inspections independently and insurers
don’t need to do it or oversee it.
If you have any questions relating to how this
affects your risk management programme,
please contact Yutree Insurance on 01638
660651

Is your
business
correctly
insured?
FIND OUT TODAY!
CALL 01638 660 651
Y U T R E E .CO M

“People are our business,
Motorsport is our passion”
Here we talk about the business of motorsport and how Yutree has become synonymous
with it through a genuine passion for racing
Yutree directors Kevin Hancock
and Leigh Smart have been racing
for almost 15 years each. They
understand the insurance needs of
the competitor, series organiser, and
motorsport preparation team. As a
result, Yutree are specialists in:
• On-track cover while competing,
testing and trackdays

• Off-track, storage and transit cover
for vehicles, kit and spares
• Liability and property insurance for
race series, circuits and clubs

preparation teams

• Specialist covers for businesses in
the motorsport supply chain
Yutree look after the commercial
insurances of many people in the
paddock who have a business
that enables them to afford their
racing and may also have built
up collections of cars and other
collectibles.
facebook.com/jemcoracing

• Motor trade cover for motorsport

Lights, camera,
action!

Yutree are an experienced film, TV, media and
entertainment insurance broker, providing advice,
service and cover for all aspects of this sector.
A significant part of Yutree’s business
comes from the exciting world of Film and
TV. Our clients range from post production
companies providing visual effects on the
latest Hollywood blockbuster through to
lighting companies making the Strictly Come
Dancing ballroom sparkle.
One area where our clients have seen a
shift recently is the challenge of keeping
confidential data and filmed content secure.

“Our production
company clients are
holding more data than
ever”

Our production company clients are holding
more data than ever, whether that be
confidential scripts, accounting information
or more relevantly under GDPR, lists of
the cast and crews’ names, addresses and
contact details. A data breach that results in
the personal details of a high-profile actor
or celebrity being released obviously has
implications for that individual’s privacy and

in some cases personal safety.
Keeping filmed content secure is also proving
more challenging. We will all be aware of the
high-profile cyber-attacks targeting Orange
is the New Black and Games of Thrones,
but we are seeing UK drama also being
targeted by hackers whose aim is to extort
money from the broadcaster or production
company in return for not releasing the
content online. With more of the filmed
content now being shared digitally between
production companies and broadcasters,
the opportunities for hackers are only set to
increase.
Working with insurer partners, Yutree
advises on best practice for keeping the
content and data secure and can arrange
insurance cover which will provide incident
response assistance, PR experts, IT forensics
and notification cost coverage should data or
content be compromised.
Please contact Director, Simon Miller on
07544 365163 to find out more about Media
Insurance.

A case study - How Yutree helped a
client to save money and to reduce
the risks in their business
In this case a risk management plan was
deployed resulting in a claims rebate for
the client

Case Study: Dave Chicken of Simply
Outsourced Ltd
Simply Outsourced operate throughout
the UK and Ireland to install and maintain
technology solutions for large retail chains.
Their engineers are all fully trained to deliver
their services across a wide number of sites
on a variety of equipment and naturally have
a large fleet of vehicles.
Unfortunately, due to the number of vehicles
they operate, their fleet claims frequency
was high, making them an unattractive
business to the insurance market. In 2014,
they had a fleet loss ratio of around 300%!
Yutree presented a premium versus claims
analysis to show how unattractive their risk
had become.
Yutree supported the Simply Outsourced
management team to deliver the news that
they would be uninsurable, and not have a
business, if they continued to have such a

high claim rate. Several risk management
improvements to Simply Outsourced were
discussed in order to present the risk to the
insurance market.
Key highlights to the plan included:
• Repeat offenders – they had several drivers
that were regularly having accidents. The
client agreed to a “2 strikes and you’re
out” policy. To that end, 3 drivers left the
company.
• Trackers and telematics to be installed in all
vehicles
• Driver training
• Yutree recommended changing the fleet
from vans to cars where possible so that the
drivers took more pride in their vehicle
• Yutree recommended licence checking and
cameras in vehicles (both facing forward and
facing the driver)

EXTENDING YOUR TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS
In 2015, their insurers, Aviva, initially
declined to offer renewal terms for the fleet
and there were no other realistic options in
the marketplace. Yutree utilised their strong
working relationship with Aviva, to convince
them that the remedial action being
undertaken would return the fleet to profit.
Simply Outsourced renewed and during the
following 12 months, the fleet improved to a
loss ratio below 80%.
Yutree continued working with the client to
refine their fleet risk management and had
continuous dialogue with Aviva, including 2
risk management surveys throughout the
year, where they observed how well the fleet
management had transformed.
They had such a good 2016/17 policy year,

Meet the broking team

From left to right: John Falconer, Shari Storey, Philip May, Michelle Johnson, Kevin Hancock, Emily Chapman & Simon Miller

that Yutree delivered them a substantial low
claims rebate as their loss ratio is now under
40% and their fleet premiums are reducing
significantly.
Through Yutree’s risk management
expertise, they were able to put Simply
Outsourced in a position where they
received a claims rebate, something they
didn’t ever think would happen and, more
importantly, together they had secured
the future of Simply Outsourced with
manageable insurance premiums and less
interruption to their business. It always pays
to engage a broker with risk management
expertise.

A view from the top: Julian Enoizi,
Chief Executive, Pool Re
Yutree Managing
Director Kevin
Hancock spoke
to Julian Enoizi,
who heads the
Governmentbacked terrorism
reinsurance pool.

What is the key threat right
now?

In April 1992, the Provisional IRA detonated
a powerful truck bomb on London’s
St Mary Axe, devastating the Baltic
Exchange maritime centre. Alarmed by
the insupportable claims made in the wake
of this catastrophe, and by an inability to
reliably predict the frequency and severity
of similar events in the future, international
reinsurers withdrew cover for terrorismrelated property damage. Insurers were
compelled to follow suit, triggering a market
failure, which meant that businesses were
unable to obtain reasonable cover for
terrorism events.

It’s clear that in terms of our core mandate
of ensuring UK businesses are able to access
affordable and comprehensive property
insurance against acts of terrorism, the
scheme has been a success, and has included
extending the cover to include Chemical,
Biological, Radiological and Nuclear (CBRN)
attacks in 2002. In the past few years,
however, the commercial threat posed
by terrorism has moved beyond physical
damage to properties using traditional
means, and now encompasses a broad
spectrum of attack methods and priorities.
As such, the last few years have been a
period of necessary innovation for Pool Re,
with 2018 a particularly significant year. In
March we were the first pool in the world to
overtly extend our cover to include physical
damage caused by cyber-terrorism, while
the Government has also committed this
year to amend our founding Act and legislate
to allow Pool Re to cover Non-Damage
Business Interruption (NDBI) (including
Denial of Access and Loss of Attraction),
which we anticipate will occur early in 2019.

Islamist extremists are the principal threat
to the UK. Likely targets are police, military
and Government personnel, the transport
sector, and crowded places associated with
iconic sites. Crowded places represent an
opportunity for causing mass casualties,
and the transport sector is a favoured target
amongst Islamist extremists. However, Irish
republicanism remains a threat as does far
right extremism.

The threat from terrorism
has obviously evolved since
Pool Re was established –
how are you moving with
What is Pool Re and how
does it help UK businesses? the times?

With the UK’s businesses, economy and
taxpayers left vulnerable by the gap in
cover, the Government and the industry
collaborated to establish Pool Reinsurance,
an industry mutual with a guarantee from
HM Treasury. For a quarter of a century,
this stabilising reinsurance cover has
allowed commercial enterprises to access
comprehensive and affordable terrorism
insurance.

Tell us headline numbers in
terms of landmark payouts

Since its foundation, Pool Re has provided
protection for the UK economy and currently
underwrites over £2 trillion of exposure
in commercial property to terrorism risk
across the UK mainland. To date, Pool Re has
paid out claims of more than £635 million
at no cost to the UK taxpayer. Adjusted
for inflation this figure would significantly
exceed £1.3bn.

What’s the current
terrorism threat level to
the UK?

The threat from international terrorism to
the United Kingdom is currently at severe,
meaning an attack is highly likely. In 2017 the
UK threat level was twice raised to critical,
meaning an attack was imminent. In fact, the
time spent at critical in 2017 represents 46%
of the time the UK has been at critical since
threat levels were made public in 2006.

Beyond improvements to the cover
businesses can access, we have also worked
hard in 2018 to improve the country’s
economic resilience by insulating the
taxpayer from loss by exploring what would
be the world’s first terrorism CAT bond to
complement our retro programme, and
have continued to work closely with our
Member insurers to improve their terrorism
risk management and modelling processes.
The industry has not only the ability, but
arguably a responsibility, to use its influence
to shape behaviour and improve insureds’
understanding and financial security. This
means we must also help educate the SME
market so that they are aware of the threat,
the availability of cover and its affordable
nature.

Where does the UK sit in
terms of threat severity
compared to the rest of the
world?
50% of the 10 most costly global terrorism
events, in terms of property damage, have
occurred in the UK. We are a target and
anything we can do to continue to make the

UK a safe place to do business therefore, we
should absolutely do.

Let’s talk about Salisbury.
This wasn’t a terrorist
attack but it seriously
affected Salisbury’s
businesses and footfall.

The use of the nerve agent Novichok in an
attack against former Russian spy Sergei
Skripal and his daughter Yulia in Salisbury
exposed a gap in coverage in most business
interruption insurance policies. A number
of Salisbury businesses remained closed
almost two months after the incident.
These businesses, and others affected by
people staying away from Salisbury’s retail
and tourism centres, were almost certainly
unable to cover their losses as cover for such
an incident would have been excluded from
shop insurance policies.

What is the outlook for
the threat to the UK in the
immediate future?

The severity of the UK threat is unlikely to
reduce over the next two years. The latest
official statistics on terrorism arrests in
2018 show a 22% reduction on 2017. This
may be accredited to the large number of
arrests made in response to the Manchester
and London attacks which accounted for a
significant number of the 2017 arrests. 351
arrests for terrorism-related activity is still
comparatively high and Islamist extremism
accounts for both the majority of the arrests.
That’s 82% of the total terrorism prison
population. The threat remains and Pool Re
working with its partners in the industry and
in government aims to ensure that disaster
risk financing for terrorism is widely available.

How are the security forces
reacting to the heightened
threat?

With over 650 current active terrorist
investigations in the UK, unprecedented
demand is being placed on the CT police and
MI5. The attacks in London and Manchester
in 2017 are likely to influence the amount of
risk a Senior Investigating Officer is willing
to take, so more plots disrupted earlier
should be expected. This is likely to mean
convictions for lesser terrorism offences,
meaning shorter custodial sentences.
For the second year running, the largest
proportion of terrorist sentences were under
four years (accounting for 41% of sentences,
37 of 90 convictions). These convicted
terrorists, subject to time spent whilst on
remand, could be released back into the
community after as little as 12 months. This
is likely to compound the UK terrorist threat
considering the measures and monitoring
required when they are released.
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